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Let (un) be a sequence of smooth solutions to a dispersive nonlinear wave
equation,
2t un&2un+ f (un)=0
in R1+3, with uniformly compactly supported Cauchy data converging weakly to 0
in H 1(R3)_L2(R3). Let (vn) be the sequence of solutions to the linear wave equa-
tion with the same Cauchy data. We show that un&vn goes strongly to 0 in the
energy space C([0, T ], H 1) & C1([0, T ], L2) if f is a subcritical nonlinearity. In the
critical case f (u)=u5, we show that this property is equivalent to vn  0 in
L([0, T ], L6). Then we give sharp sufficient conditions on microlocal measures
associated to the data. The proof relies on a microlocal version of P.-L. Lions’ con-
centration-compacity.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Soit (un) une suite de solutions re gulie res d’une e quation d’ondes non line aire
dispersive,
2t un&2un+ f (un)=0
dans R1+3, avec donne es de Cauchy supporte es dans un compact fixe et con-
vergeant faiblement vers 0 dans H 1(R3)_L2(R3). Soit (vn) la suite des solutions
de l’e quation des ondes line are avec les me^mes donne es de Cauchy. On montre
que un&vn converge fortement vers 0 dans l’espace d’e nergie C([0, T ], H 1) &
C1([0, T ], L2) si f est une non-line arite sous-critique. Dans le cas critique f (u)=u5,
on montre que cette proprie te e quivaut a la convergence forte de vn vers 0 dans
L([0, T ], L6). On en donne alors des conditions suffisantes optimales en termes
de mesures microlocales associe es aux donne es. La de monstration est base e sur une
version microlocale de la concentration-compacite de P.-L. Lions.  1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS
This paper is devoted to solutions of the three-dimensional nonlinear
wave equation
2t u&2xu+ f (u)=0, (1.1)
where t # R, x # R3, 2x=2x1+
2
x2+
2
x3 , and f : R  R is a smooth function
satisfying f (0)=0 and
F(u)=|
u
0
f (s) ds0. (1.2)
If u is a smooth solutions of (1.1) on [0, T ]_R3, such that \t # [0, T ],
u(t, } ) is say, compactly supported in R3, it is easy to check that the quantity
E(u)= 12 |
R3
(tu(t, x)2+|{xu(t, x)|2) dx+|
R3
F(u(t, x)) dx (1.3)
does not depend on t # [0, T ]. We shall refer to it as the energy of solu-
tion u. Observe that, by assumption (1.2), the L2-norms of tu(t, } ) and
{xu(t, } ) are estimated by E(u)12.
Existence of global smooth solutions to the Cauchy problem for equa-
tion (1.1) has been the purpose of an intensive research for the last decades.
Under the additional growth conditions
| f ( j )(u)|C(1+|u| ) p& j, j0, (1.4)
this problem is now solved for p5 (see Jo rgens [J] for p<5, Grillakis
[Gr1, 2] and ShatahStruwe [S] for p=5).
It is then natural to study the influence of the nonlinear term f (u) on the
main features of solution u. The purpose of this paper is to investigate this
problem by comparing the evolution of oscillations and concentration
effects displayed by sequences of solutions of (1.1) and solutions of the
linear wave equation.
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More precisely, let (un) be a sequence of smooth solutions of (1.1), under
assumptions (1.2) and (1.4) with p5, and satisfying some bound on the
energy,
E(un)E0 . (1.5)
As already observed this bound implies that t un , {xun are bounded in
L(R, L2(R3)). Denote by vn the solution of the linear wave equation with
the same Cauchy data at t=0,
2t vn&2xvn=0,
vn | t=0=un | t=0=.n , (1.6)
t vn | t=0=t un | t=0=n .
Then the kinetic energy of vn ,
Ec(vn)= 12 | ( |t vn(t, x)| 2+|{xvn(t, x)|2) dx (1.7)
is independent of t and satisfies Ec(vn)E(un), hence t vn , {x vn are also
bounded in L(R, L2(R3)).
Moreover, to simplify the discussion, we assume that .n , n are sup-
ported in some fixed ball [x, |x|R], so that, at every time t, un , t un , vn ,
t vn are supported in [x, |x|R+|t|]. We also assume
.n ( 0 in H 1(R3), n ( 0 in L2(R3) (1.8)
in the sense of weak convergence.
Definition. We shall say that sequence (un) is linearizable on a
compact time interval I if
sup
t # I
|
R3
[ |t(un&vn)(t, x)| 2+|{x(un&vn)(t, x)| 2] dx  0 as n  .
In orther words, the linearization condition means that the nonlinear
term f (u) does not induce any new oscillations or energy concentrations.
As a byproduct, it implies un ( 0, which is not a direct consequence of
(1.8) in the critical case f (u)=u5, since we do not know whether a weak
finite energy solution of equation (1.1) with zero Cauchy data in necessarily
zero (see [GSV]).
The following result illustrates the critical feature of exponent p=5.
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Theorem A. (1) If p<5, every sequence (un) is linearizable on every
compact time interval.
(2) Assume f (u)=u5 and let I be a compact time interval containing
strictly 0. Then a sequence (un) is linerizable on I if and only if the corre-
sponding sequence (vn) given by (1.6) satisfies
sup
t # I
|
R3
|vn(t, x)| 6 dx wwn   0. (1.9)
Therefore, in the critical case f (u)=u5, it is very easy to give examples
of nonlinearizable sequences: it suffices to choose vn | t=0=.n ( 0 in
H 1(R3) but not strongly convergent in L6(R3), which is possible since the
Sobolev imbedding H 1(R3)YL6(R3) is not compact.
One could object that the linearization property, that we introduced in
the definition above, is too strong, since it requires uniformity in the time
variable, and that more general sequences (un) could satisfy a relaxed
linearization property, for instance replacing the norm L(I, L2(R3)) by
the norm L2(I_R3) in the definition above. Actually, we shall construct in
section 6 below an example of sequence un ( 0 such that the L6 norm if
vn(t, } ) goes to 0 for every t, but, for any nontrivial time interval I, un&vn
does not go to 0 strongly in H 1(I, R3). This example shows that uniform
convergence in (1.9) cannot be omitted in general, even for such a relaxed
linearization property.
The advantage of criterion 2 in Theorem A is that it bears only on the
solution vn of the linear wave equation, for which we have more appropriate
tools in hand. Our task in the second part of this paper is to derive a sharp
sufficient condition to property (1.9) in terms of the data. This condition is
stated by means of microlocal energy measures, of which we briefly recall
the definition (see section 4 for more details). Let (.n , n) be a sequence of
uniformly compactly supported Cauchy data, weakly convergent to zero in
H 1(R3)_L2(R3). Given a pseudodifferential operator A of order 0 on R3,
set
e0n(A)=(A {.n , {.n)+(An , n), (1.10)
where ( f, g) denotes L2 scalar product on R3. It can be shown easily that
there exists a subsequence (.nk , nk) such that, for any A, e
0
nk(A) has a limit
e0(A) as k goes to . In such a situation, one can show that there exists
a positive Radon measure +0 on R3_S 2 such that, for any A,
e0(A)=|
R3_S2
_0(A)(x, !) d+0(x, !), (1.11)
whose _0(A) denotes the principal symbol of A (see [T], [G1, 2]).
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Observe that ! # S2 +0(x, d!) is the vague limit of local energy densities
|{.nk(x)|
2+|nk(x)|
2. For this reason, we call +0 the microlocal energy
measure of the sequence of data (.nk , nk). For instance, if
.n(x)=- =n 8 \x, |x|
2&r2
=n + , n(x)=0, (1.12)
with r>0, 8 # C 0 (R
3_R), =n  0, one can check that
+0(x, !)=r d_r(x) \g+(x) $ \!& x|x|++ g&(x) $ \!+
x
|x|++ , (1.13)
where d_r(x) denotes the Lebesgue probability measure on the sphere of
radius r centered at x=0, and
g\(x)=|
+
0
*2 |8 (x, \*)| 2 d*. (1.13)$
By elementary computations, it is easy to check that the solution vn of the
wave equation with data given by (1.12) satisfies
| |vn(\r, x)| 6 dx  c>0, (1.14)
hence (1.19) fails for I=[&T, T ] with Tr.
Our second result claims that the microlocal energy measure of every
nonlinearizable sequence of data has a non zero RadonNikodym com-
ponent on a measure given by (1.13). Before stating this result, let us
introduce two notations. If y # R3, r0, d_r, y(x) denotes the Lebesgue
probability measure on the sphere of radius r centered at x=y. In par-
ticular, d_0, y(x) is the Dirac measure $(x& y).
If + and & are two positive measures on the same measured space, the
notation + = & means that + and & are mutually singular, i.e. there exist
measurable sets A and B such that A & B=< and, for every measurable
set E, +(E )=+(E & A), &(E )=&(E & B).
Theorem B. Let (.n , n) be a uniformly compactly supported sequence
in H 1(R3)_L2(R3), weakly convergent to 0. Assume that it admits a micro-
local energy measure +0(x, !) such that
\r # [0, T ], \y # R3,
(1.15)
+0 = d_r, y(x) \$ \!& x|x|++$ \!+
x
|x|++ .
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Then the solution of 2t vn&2vn=0, vn | t=0=.n , t vn | t=0=n , satisfies
sup
t # [&T, T ]
| |vn(t, x)| 6 dx wwn   0. (1.16)
In particular, the sequence (un) of solutions of equation (1.1) with p5 and
with data (.n , n) at t=0, is linearizable on [&T, T ].
As a corollary, if the vague limit of |{.n(x)| 2+|n(x)| 2 is singular to the
Lebesgue probability measure on every sphere in R3including points
then the corresponding sequence of solutions of
2t un&2un+u
5
n=0 (1.17)
is linearizable on every compact time interval. This is in particular the case
for data arising in Nonlinear Geometrical Optics (see [JMR1]),
.n(x)==nU0 \x, S(x)=n + , n(x)=U1 \x,
S(x)
=n + , (1.18)
where =n  0, S is apossibly vector-valuedphase function, and Uj=
Uj (x, %) are smooth enough, periodic or almost periodic with respect to
variable %.
The proof of Theorem B relies on propagation of microlocal energy
measures for the wave equation (see [T], [G1], [FM], and Section 4
below) and on a new result related to bounded sequences in H 1(R3) which
are not relatively compact in L6(R3). Let us close this introduction by dis-
cussing this result. Let ( gn) be a sequence of H 1(R3), weakly convergent
to 0, uniformly compactly supported. Up to extracting a subsequence, we
may assume that there exists a positive measure & on R3_S2 such that, for
every pseudodifferential operator A of order 0 on R3, we have
(A {gn , {gn) wwn   |
R3_S2
_0(A)(x, !) d&(x, !). (1.19)
Now we can state our result.
Lemma C. Assume that, for every y # R3,
& = $(x&y) d_(!).
Then R3 | gn(x)|
6 dx wwn   0.
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This result should be compared to a previous one, due to P.-L. Lions,
namely the ‘‘second concentration-compacity lemma’’ [L]. According to
Lions’ Lemma, the conclusion of Lemma C holds as soon as the vague
limit : of |{gn | 2 satsifies :([ y])=0 for every y # R3. Since
:(x)=|
S2
&(x, d!),
Lemma C can be seen as a refinement of concentration-compacity involv-
ing Fourier variables, and of course it can be stated in the more general
setting of Sobolev imbeddings. Moreover, it turns out that the relevant tool
in the proof of this lemma is a refinement of microlocal measures &,
associated to a sequence of scales (=n), namely semi-classical measures,
already used in several contexts (see [G3], [GL], [LP], [JMR2]). This
leads to a sharper version of Theorem B and to other applications of
Lemma C, for which we refer to the Appendix.
This paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we prove the first part of Theorem A, dealing with the case
p<5. The proof is an easy consequence of Lqt (L
m
x ) estimates for solutions
of equation (1.1) in the subcritical case (see [GV1]). The case f (u)=u5 in
Theorem A is investigated in Section 3. The ‘‘only if ’’ part of the statement
is provided by the conservation of the energy and Lq(Lm) estimates for the
linear equation. The ‘‘if ’’ part is more delicate, essentially because Lq(Lm)
estimates are still unknown for the critical equation (1.17) (see however
GinibreSofferVelo [GSV] for the case of radially symmetric solutions).
Actually the assumption of uniform convergence to 0 in L6 allows to over-
come this difficulty by a perturbation argument in the spirit of [GR2] and
[S].
Section 4 is devoted to a brief review of microlocal and semi-classical
measures, and to propagation of these measures for solutions of the linear
wave equation.
Section 5 puts together the latter result and Lemma C, leading to the
sharp ‘‘semi-classical’’ version of Theorem B.
Section 6 studies two examples of nonlinearizable solutions of equa-
tion (1.17). In particular, we show that, after a concentration effect on
|vn | 6, the linearization property may fail on any time interval.
Finally, the Appendix contains a proof of Lemma C in the general set-
ting of Sobolev Imbeddings, and two independent applications.
Let us conclude this introduction by noticing that Theorem A and B can
be easily generalized to higher dimensions and to asymptotically flat
Riemannian metrics. The case of a boundary problem is more delicate,
essentially because the question of Lq(Lm) estimates is still misunderstood.
However, a recent work by Smith and Sogge [SmS] allows an extension
to smooth, strictly geodesically concave boundaries.
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2. THE SUBCRITICAL CASE
This section is devoted to the proof of the first part of Theorem A. First
let us recall some basic estimates for the linear wave equation. We shall
follow closely papers by Ginibre and Velo [GV1, 2]. Throughout this
section and the following, we set
g=2t &2x , t # R, x # R
3. (2.1)
We shall need the following homogeneous Besov seminorms. For
s # ]0, 1], r # [1, +[, g=g(x), we set
| g| B4 sr :=\|

0
sup
|h|t \| | g(x+h)&g(x)| r dx+
2r dt
t1+2s+
12
,
(2.2)
| g| B4 r0 :=&g&L2(R3).
Given T>0, q # [1, ], u=u(t, x), t # [0, T ], x # R3, we set
&u&Tq, s, r=& |u(t, } )| B4 rs&Lq(0, T ) . (2.3)
Then Lemma 3.1 of [GV1] and Lemma 2.3 of [GV2] imply
Lemma 2.1. Given s # ]0, 1[, r, r$ # [2, +[, q, q$ given by
1
q
+
1
r
=
1
2
,
1
q$
+
1
r$
=
1
2
(2.4)
there exists C>0 such that, for every T,
&u&Tq, 2r, rC &gu&
T
q $, 1&2r$, r $
+C(&t u | t=0&L2(R3)+&{xu | t=0&L2(R3)), (2.5)
&u&Lq(0, T; L3r(R3))C &gu&L1(0, T; L2(R3))
+C(&t u | t=0&L2(R3)+&{xu | t=0&L2(R3)). (2.6)
Here l denotes the conjugate exponent of l.
Observe that the case r=r$=2 in (2.5) is the usual energy estimate, and
that inequality (2.6) is an immediate consequence of inequality (2.5) with
r$=2, and of the Sobolev inequality
&g&Lm(R3)C |g| B4 rs ,
1
m
=
1
r
&
s
3
. (2.7)
Using inequality (2.5), one obtains (see Lemma 3.3 of [GV1]).
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Lemma 2.2. For every T>0, r # [2, +[, E0>0, there exists
C(T, r, E0), such that every solution u of (1.1), (1.2), (1.4) with p<5 and
E(u)E0 , satisfies
&u&Lq(0, T; L3r(R3))C &u&Tq, 2r, rC(T, r, E0), (2.8)
where 1q+1r= 12.
Now we come to proof of part 1 of Theorem A, which we restate for the
convenience of the reader.
Theorem 2.3. Let (un) be a sequence of real-valued solutions of
gun+ f (un)=0, un | t=0 ( 0 in H 1(R3),
(2.9)
t un | t=0 ( 0 in L2(R3),
where f is smooth and satisfies
f (0)=0, |
u
0
f (s) ds0, | f $(u)|C(1+|u| ) p&1, p<5. (2.10)
Assume moreover that
_R>0|un(0, x)|+|tun(0, x)|=0 for |x|>R. (2.11)
Then, if vn is the solution of gvn=0 with the same Cauchy data at t=0, we
have, for every compact interval I,
sup
t # I
(&t(un&vn)(t, } )&2L2(R3)+&{x(un&vn)(t, } )&2L2(R3)) wwn   0. (2.12)
Proof. We may assume that I=[0, T ]. Set wn=un&vn , and
Ec(wn , t)= 12 &twn(t, } )&
2
L2(R3)+
1
2 &{xwn(t, } )&
2
L2(R3) . (2.13)
Then wn satisfies
gwn=& f (un), wn | t=0=0, twn | t=0=0, (2.14)
and the classical energy estimate reads
sup
t # [0, T ]
Ec(wn , t)C & f (un)&2L1(0, T; L2(R3)) . (2.15)
By Lemma 2.2, un is bounded in L5(0, T; L10(R3)) and by (2.11) and
finite propagation speed, it is supported in a fixed compact subset of
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[0, T ]_R3. Hence, by (2.10), f (un) is supported in a fixed compact subset
of [0, T ]_R3, and is bounded in L5p(0, T; L10p). Since p<5, the right
hand side of (2.15) will converge to 0 if and only if f (un) converges to 0 in
measure on [0, T ]_R3, namely, for every =>0,
*[(t, x) # [0, T ]_Rd : | f (un(t, x))|=] wwn   0, (2.16)
where * denotes the Lebesgue measure.
It remains to prove (2.16). By continuity of f at 0, it is enough to show
that un converges to 0 in measure. Hence, by the Rellich Theorem and the
Bienayme Tchebychev inequality, we are led to prove that un goes weakly
to 0 in H 1((0, T )_R3). If u is the weak limit of some subsequence unk , the
Rellich Theorem, the Bienayme Tchebychev inequality and the continuity
of f imply similarly that f (unk) converges to f (u) in measure. Since f (unk)
is bounded in some L: with :>1 and is uniformly compactly supported,
the convergence is also distributional, and gu+ f (u)=0. Moreover
u # L5(0, T; L10), hence f (u) # L1(0, T; L2). This allows to apply the energy
method, and shows that the energy of u at time t equals the energy of the
data at t=0, which is 0.
Hence u=0 and the proof is complete. K
3. THE CRITICAL CASE
In this section, we prove part 2 of Theorem A, namely:
Theorem 3.1. Let (un) be a sequence of real-valued solutions of
gun+u5n=0, un | t=0 ( 0 in H
1(R3),
(3.1)
t un | t=0 ( 0 in L2(R3),
satisfying (2.11). Let vn be the solution of the linear wave equation with the
same Cauchy data, and let I be a compact interval containing 0, I{[0].
Then (2.12) is equivalent to
sup
t # I
|
R3
|vn(t, x)| 6 dx wwn   0. (3.2)
Proof. Again we may assume I=[0, T ]. We shall use notations (1.3)
and (1.7) for the energies, and set
Pn(t)= 16 |
R3
|vn(t, x)| 6 dx. (3.3)
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First assume (2.12). Then, by Ho lder’s inequality and the Sobolev imbed-
ding H 1(R3)YL6(R3),
sup
0tT
|E(un)&Ec(vn)&Pn(t)| wwn   0. (3.4)
This implies
sup
0tT
|Pn(t)&Pn(0)| wwn   0. (3.5)
On the other hand, inequality (2.6) for q=8 implies that vn is bounded in
L8((0, T )_R3). Since vn goes weakly to 0 in H 1((0, T )_R3) and is
uniformly compactly supported, we have, by the Rellich Theorem and
Ho lder’s inequality,
|
T
0
Pn(t) dt= 16 |
T
0
| |vn(t, x)|6 dx dt wwn   0. (3.6)
Comparing (3.5) and (3.6) we get finally
sup
0tT
Pn(t) wwn   0, (3.7)
which is (3.2).
Conversely, let us assume (3.2). As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, intro-
duce wn=un&vn . Observe that wn is solution of
gwn+w5n=& :
5
j=1 \
5
j+ w5& jn v jn , wn | t=0=0, (3.8)
t wn | t=0 ,
hence, the energy method and Ho lder’s inequality lead to
sup
0tT
E(wn , t)C \ :
5
j=1
&wn&5& jL5(0, T; L10) &vn& jL5(0, T; L10)+
2
(3.9)
where we have set
E(wn , t) := 12 &t wn(t, } )&
2
L2+
1
2 &{xwn(t, } )&
2
L2+
1
6 &wn(t, } )&
6
L6 . (3.10)
By lemma 2.1, inequality (2.6), we have, say,
&vn&L4(0, T; L12)C, (3.11)
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hence, by Ho lder’s inequality,
&vn&L5(0, T; L10)C &vn&%L(0, T; L6) (3.12)
for some %>0. In view of (3.9) and (3.2), the proof of the theorem is
reduced to the following estimate
&wn&L5(0, T; L10)<C (3.13)
or, equivalently, the similar one for un . The difficulty is that this estimate
is not a direct consequence of equation (3.1), in other words we do not
know whether Lemma 2.2 extends to the case p=5 (see [GSV] for a dis-
cussion of this problem). Nevertheless, we shall generalize inequalities (2.6)
to our sequence (un) by using assumption (3.2).
Given S0, set
Mn(S )=&wn&L5(0, S; L10) and $n(S )=&vn&L5(0, S; L10) .
Coming back to equation (3.8), apply inequality (2.6) with q=5, and
Ho lder’s inequality. We get
Mn(S )C(Mn(S )+$n(S ))5. (3.14)
In view of inequality (3.12) and assumption (3.2), we have
$n(T ) wwn   0. (3.15)
Let =0>0 be such that, for every = # (0, =0], the function f= : x [
x&C(x+=)5 has a positive maximum on [0, ). Denote by z(=) the
smallest zero of f= . Then, for some A>0,
z(=)A=5. (3.16)
For n large enough, we have $n(T )=0 , hence, for every S # [0, T ],
$n(S )=0 .
Since Mn(0)=0 and Mn(S ) depends continuously on S, we conclude, for
S # [0, T ],
Mn(S )z($n(S ))A($n(S ))5, (3.17)
in particular Mn(T ) is uniformly bounded, which completes the proof. K
Remark 3.2. The above proof shows that the linearizability property
(2.12) is also equivalent to
&vn&L5(0, T; L10) wwn   0. (3.18)
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Indeed, (3.2) implies (3.18) in view of Ho lder’s inequality and (3.11).
Conversely, by the above proof, (2.12) is a consequence of (3.18). Using
again Ho lder’s inequality and inequality (2.6) for vn , it is clear that (3.18)
is equivalent to
&vn&Lq(0, T; L3r) wwn   0 (3.19)
for some choice of (q, r), 1q+1r= 12 , q<, r<. Hence Theorem 3.1
shows that (3.19) also implies (3.2). In other words, we get, as a byproduct,
the following property of solutions of the linear wave equation: for any
=>0, and q, r as above, there exists C=, q, r such that
&v&L(0, T; L6)=Ec(v)12+C=, q, r &v&Lq(0, T; L3r) . (3.20)
4. MICROLOCAL ENERGY MEASURES FOR THE
LINEAR WAVE EQUATION
4.1. A Review of Microlocal Measures Associated to a Bounded Sequence
in L2
Let ( fn) be a bounded sequence in L2(Rd ).
For simplicity, we shall assume that
fn ( 0 in L2(Rd ). (4.1)
There exists a compact subset K of Rd such that
fn  0 strongly in Rd"K. (4.2)
Given a pseudodifferential operator A of order 0, we set
Ln(A)=(Afn , fn) (4.3)
where ( g, h) denotes the scalar product in L2(Rd ).
Similarly, given a sequence (=n) of positive numbers converging to 0 and
a function a=a(x, !) in the Schwartz space S(Rd_Rd), we set
ln(a, =n)=(a(x, =n D) fn , fn). (4.4)
By classical L2 estimates, the sequences (Ln(A)) and (ln(a, =n)) are
bounded.
Definition 4.1. We shall say that sequence ( fn) is pure if, for every A,
the sequence (Ln(A)) is convergent. Similarly, ( fn) is said to be (=n)-pure
if, for every a, the sequence (ln(a, =n)) is convergent.
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By L2-estimates for pseudodifferential operators and a separability argu-
ment, one can show easily that every sequence ( fn) satisfying (4.1), (4.2)
has a subsequence which is pure and (=n)-pure.
Proposition 4.2. (i) If ( fn) is pure, there exists a positive Radon
measure + on Rdx_S
d&1
! such that, for every A,
Ln(A)  |
Rd_Sd&1
_0(A)(x, !) d+(x, !) (4.5)
where _0(A) denotes the principal symbol of A.
(ii) If ( fn) is (=n)-pure, there exists a positive Radon measure m on
Rdx_R
d
! such that, for every a,
ln(a, =n)  |
Rd_Rd
a(x, !) dm(x, !). (4.6)
A proof of Proposition 4.2(i) can be found in [T] or [G2]. It is based
on Ga# rding inequality. This argument can be reproduced for proving part
(ii), but one can also use directly wave packets as in [GL] or [LP]. For
the convenience of the reader, we give below a third proof, maybe the most
elementary one, issued from a discussion between Luc Tartar and the
author.
Denote by m the temperate distribution on Rd_Rd defined by
(m, a)=lim ln(a, =n), we need to show that m0, or equivalently, if we
denote by m^=m^(x, v) the Fourier transform with respect to !,
(m^, . V .~ )0 (4.7)
for every test function .=.(x, v), where
. V .~ (x, v) :=|
Rd
.(x, z) .(x, z&v) dz (4.8)
(this is essentially the BochnerSchwartz Theorem, see for instance [Sc]).
Actually we have
a(x, =D) f =| a^(x, v) f (x+=v)
dv
(2?)d
, (4.9)
hence m^(x, v) is the limit in S$(Rd_Rd) of
_n(x, v)= fn(x+=nv) fn(x) (2?)&d. (4.10)
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Now it remains to compute
(_n , . V .~ ) =(2?)&d ||| fn(x+=nv) fn(x)
_.(x, z) .(x, z&v) dx dv dz. (4.11)
Setting x=x$&=nz, v=z&v$ we get
} (_n , . V .~ ) &(2?)&d | } | f (x$&=nv$) .(x$, v$) dv$ }
2
dx$ }
(2?)&d \| | fn(x)| 2 dx+ | supx$
_|.(x$&=nz, z) .(x$&=nz, v$)&.(x$, z) .(x$, v$)| dv$ dz, (4.12)
which leads to (4.7) as n  , since . belongs to S(Rd_Rd). K
In the context of Proposition 4.2, + is called the microlocal defect
measure of ( fn) or its H-measure, because it plays some role in
Homogenization (see [T]). Measure m is called the semi-classical measure
of Wigner measure of ( fn) for the scale (=n), because it was first introduced
by Wigner in the context of semi-classical asymptotics of Quantum
Mechanics (see [GL], [LP], [W]).
It is easy to check that + is bounded, since
|
Sd&1
+(x, d!)=w* lim | fn(x)| 2. (4.13)
The fact that m is bounded can be derived by applying (4.6) to a(x, !)=
.(x) exp(&$!2); passing to the limit as $  0 we get
|
Rd
m(x, d!)w* lim | fn(x)| 2. (4.14)
Finally, we have the following relationship between m and +.
Proposition 4.3. If ( fn) is pure and (=n)-pure, then
\(1!{0m)+, (4.15)
where \ : Rd_Rd "[0]  Rd_S d&1 is defined by
\(x, !)=\x, !|!|+ .
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Proof. Let _=_(x, !) # C 0 (R
d_S d&1) nonnegative, continuated as an
homogeneous function of degree 0 in !. Given $ # ]0, 1[, there exist non-
negative C functions .$ , $ on Rd such that
.2$+
2
$=1, .$(!)=0 for |!|
$
2
or |!|
2
$
,
(4.16)
.$(!)=1 for $|!|
1
$
.
If m~ =\(1!{0 m), we have
|
Rd_Sd&1
_ dm~ = lim
$  0 |Rd_Rd _(x, !) .
2
$(!) dm(x, !). (4.17)
By (4.5), (4.6), we have
|
Rd_Sd&1
_ d+&|
Rd_Rd
_.2$ dm= lim
n  
(_(x, D)(1&.2$(=nD)) fn , fn)
= lim
n  
(_(x, D) 2$(=n D) fn , fn). (4.18)
By (4.16), observe that $=1+%$ , with %$ # C 0 (R
d ), hence
(_(x, D) 2$(=nD) fn , fn)=(_(x, D) gn , gn)
+([_(x, D), %$(=nD)] gn , fn) (4.19)
where gn=$(=n D) fn . Since _0 and gn ( 0, the limit of (_(x, D) gn , gn)
is nonnegative by proposition 4.2(i). Moreover, setting %$=k , we have
[_(x, D), %$(=D)] g=|
Rd
k(v)(R=v g)(x&=v) dv,
(4.20)
R=v=_(x+=v, D)&_(x, D).
Hence &R=v&L2  L2C= |v|, and
&[_(x, D), %$(=D)]&L2  L2C=. (4.21)
Plugging this estimate into (4.19), we obtain finally, by (4.18),
|
Rd_Sd&1
_ d+&|
Rd_Rd
_.2$ dm~ 0. (4.22)
Letting $ tend to 0, in view of (4.17), this completes the proof. K
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4.2. Microlocal Energy Measures
Let vn=vn(t, x) be a sequence of solutions of
2t vn&2xvn=0, t # R, x # R
d,
(4.23)
vn | t=0=.n , tvn | t=0=n ,
where .n ( 0 in H 1(Rd), n ( 0 in L2(Rd), and .n , n are supported in a
fixed compact subset K of Rd. Therefore we know that, for every t # R,
vtn :=vn(t, } ) is supported in K+B(0, |t| ), and v*
t
n :=t vn(t, } ), {xv
t
n con-
verge weakly to 0 in L2(Rd), locally uniformly in t.
Given a pseudodifferential operator A of order 0 on Rd, a # S(Rd_Rd),
and a scale (=n), we set
etn(A)=(Av*
t
n , v*
t
n)+(A {xv
t
n , {xv
t
n) (4.24)
etn(a, =n)=(a(x, =nD) v*
t
n , v*
t
n)+(a(x, =nD) {xv
t
n , {xv
t
n). (4.25)
For fixed t, Proposition 4.2 implies the existence of a subsequence (vnk)
for which (etnk(A)) and (e
t
nk(a, =nk)) are convergent for every A, a, which
defines measures +t, mt. In section we shall discuss the possibility of
selecting a subsequence (vnk) for every time t # R, and shall study the evolu-
tion of measures +t and 1!{0mt.
Before stating the result, let us introduce some additional notation.
Denote by |D| the Fourier multiplier of symbol |!|=(!21+ } } } +!
2
d)
12. As
a complement to Definition 4.1, we shall say that a sequence ( fn) satisfying
(4.1), (4.2) is (=n)-pure outside !=0 if ln(a, =n) has a limit for every
a # C 0 (R
d_(Rd"[0])).
Proposition 4.4. (i) Assume (n\i |D| .n) are pure, with microlocal
defect measures +0\. Then, for every A,
etn(A)  |
Rd_Sd&1
_0(A) d+t,
locally uniformly in t, and measure +t is given by
\(x, !) # Rd_S d&1, +t(x, !)= 12[+
0
+(x+t!, !)++
0
&(x&t!, !)]. (4.26)
(ii) Assume (n\i |D| .n) are (=n)-pure outside !=0, with semi-
classical measures m0\ on !{0. Then, for every a # C

0 (R
d_(Rd"[0])),
etn(a, =n)  |
Rd_Rd
a dmt,
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locally uniformly in t, and measure mt on Rd_(Rd"[0]) is given by
mt(x, !)=
1
2 _m0+ \x+t
!
|!|
, !++m0& \x&t !|!| , !+& . (4.27)
Proof. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are quite similar. In both cases, one
introduces functions
vtn, \=v*
t
n\i |D| vn . (4.28)
Their time derivatives satify v* tn, \=\i |D| v
t
n, \ , due to (4.23), and
v0n, \=n\i |D| .n .
Hence, for every A, a, we have
d
dt
(Avtn, \ , v
t
n, \)=(\i[A, |D|] v
t
n, \ , v
t
n, \), (4.29)
d
dt
(a(x, =nD) vtn, \ , v
t
n, \)=(\i[a(x, =nD), |D| ] v
t
n, \ , v
t
n, \). (4.30)
But i[A, |D|] is a pseudodifferential operator of order 0, with
\(x, !) # Rd_S d&1, _0(i[A, |D|])(x, !)=&! } {x_0(A)(x, !). (4.31)
Similarly, we have
i[a(x, =nD), |D|]=b(x, =n D)+Rn , b(x, !)=&
!
|!|
} {xa(x, !),
(4.32)
&Rn&L2  L2C=n .
This implies in particular that t [ (Avtn, \, v
t
n, \) (resp. t [ (a(x, =nD)
vtn, \, v
t
n, \)) is a locally uniformly Lipschitz function; hence there exists a
subsequence such that, for all A (resp. a), this quantity is convergent, locally
uniformly in t, to Rd_Sd&1 _0(A) d+
t
\ for some +
t
\ (resp. Rd_Rd a dm
t
\ for
some mt\). Coming back to (4.29), (4.31) (resp. (4.30), (4.32)), we have the
following transport equations
d
dt
+t\=\! } {x +
t
\, ! # S
d&1, (4.33)
d
dt
mt\=\
!
|!|
} {xmt\ , ! # R
d"[0], (4.34)
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or, equivalently,
+t\(x, !)=+
0
\(x\t!, !), (4.35)
mt\(x, !)=m
0
\ \x\t !|!| , !+ , !{0, (4.36)
where +0\ (resp. m
0
\) are independent of the subsequence by hypothesis,
thus so are +t\ (resp. m
t
\). We conclude that (v
t
n, \) is pure (resp. (=n)-pure
outside !=0) for every t.
It remains to express etn(A) (resp. en(a, =n)) in terms of the above quan-
tities, which can be done by a elementary computation:
etn(A)=
1
2[(Av
t
n, + , v
t
n, +)+(Av
t
n, & , v
t
n, &)]
+([A, {] vn , {vn)&([A, |D|] vn , |D| vn), (4.37)
etn(a, =n)=
1
2[(a(=nD) v
t
n, + , v
t
n, +)+(a(x, =nD) v
t
n, & , v
t
n, &)]
+([a(x, =n D), {] vn , {vn)&([a(x, =nD), |D| ] vn , |D| vn). (4.38)
Since the four commutators in formulae (4.37), (4.38) are (uniformly)
bounded on L2, their contributions converge to 0 locally uniformly in t.
This completes the proof. K
Remark 4.5. (a) Proposition 4.4 can be generalized to variable coef-
ficients, changing the shift (x, !) [ (x+t!, !) into the hamiltonian flow
associated to the principal symbol of the operator. In particular, for the
wave operator associated to a Riemannian metric, we obtain the geodesic
flow.
(b) Part (i) of Proposition 4.4 is essentially contained into Francfort
and Murat’s paper [FM], though the method is slightly different, since
these authors introduce measures depending on the dual variable of t,
which makes the proof a little more technical.
Actually, in the sequel, we shall need only part (ii) of Proposition 4.4,
which is sharper to some extent, but the similarity of results led us to give
a joint presentation.
5. LINEARIZABLE CAUCHY DATA
In this section, we come back to our main purpose, and we use the nota-
tion of section 3, Theorem 3.1.
Given a scale (=n), namely a sequence of positive numbers going to 0, we
know by section 4.2 that there exists a subsequence (.nk , nk) and a
measure m0 on R3_R3 such that, for any a # S(Rd_Rd),
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e0nk(a, =nk) :=(a(x, =nk D) {.nk , {.nk)
+(a(x, =nk D) nk , nk)  | a dm0. (5.1)
Such a measure m0 will be called semiclassical energy measure associated to
the scale (=n) and to the data (.n , n).
The aim of this section is to prove the following result.
Theorem 5.1. Assume that, for every scale (=n), for every semiclassical
energy measure m0 associated to the data (.n , n), for every y # R3, for
every r # [0, T ], we have
m0(x, !) = \$ \x&y&r !|!|++$ \x&y+r
!
|!|++ d!. (5.2)
Then
sup
&TtT
| |vn(t, x)| 6 dx wwn   0. (5.3)
In other words, solution un of equation (1.17) with data (.n , n) is
linearizable on [&T, T].
Remark 5.2. (a) The last statement of Theorem 5.1 is a consequence
of Theorem 3.1.
(b) Given (., ) # H 1(R3)_L2(R3)"[(0, 0)], r[0, T ], let vn be the
solution of the linear wave equation with the following Cauchy data at
time t=r,
vrn(x)=
1
- =n
. \x&y=n + , v*
r
n(x)=
1
=32n
 \x&y=n + . (5.4)
Then it is clear that vn does not satisfy (5.3).
On the other hand, the semiclassical measure associated to (=n) and to
the data (.n , n) at time t=0 can be easily calculated, for instance using
Proposition 4.4. We have
m0(x, !)=
1
2 _$ \x&y&r
!
|!|+ | (!)+i | ! |.^(!)| 2
+$ \x&y+r !|!|+ | (!)&i | ! |.^(!)| 2&_
d!
(2?)3
. (5.5)
Condition (5.2) is precisely made to avoid this kind of solutions.
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(c) From Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 4.3, we get immediately
Theorem B stated in the Introduction.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 relies on propagation of semiclassical energy
measures (Proposition 4.4), and on the following lemma, proved in
Appendix, which is nothing but the special case of Theorem 5.1 for T=0.
Lemma 5.3 (Concentration Lemma). Let ( gn) be a sequence of H 1(R3),
converging weakly to 0, and converging strongly to 0 outside some compact
subset K of R3.
Assume that, for any semiclassical measure & on R3_R3 associated to
some subsequence of ({gn) and to some scale, we have
\y # R3, &(x, !) = $(x&y) d!. (5.6)
Then
| | gn(x)|6 dx wwn   0.
Let (vn) be a sequence of solutions of the wave equation satisfying the
assumptions of Theorem 5.1, and let (tn) be a sequence of [&T, T ] con-
verging to {. Set gn(x)=vn(tn , x). To prove Theorem 5.1, it is enough to
show that
| | gn(x)| 6 dx  0. (5.7)
We shall apply Lemma 5.3 to ( gn). Let & be a semiclassical measure
associated to a subsequence ({gnk) and to some scale (=k). We may assume
that (nk\i |D| .nk) are (=k)-pure outside !=0. By Proposition 4.4, this
yields a semiclassical energy measure mt for every time, and formula (4.27)
joint to assumption (5.2) imply
\t[&T, T ], \y # R3, mt(x, !) = $(x&y) d!. (5.8)
Moreover,
(a(x, =k D) {gnk , {gnk)=e
{k
nk(a, =k)&(a(x, =k D) v*
{k
nk , v*
{k
nk), (5.9)
where {k=tnk . If a0, Proposition 4.2 implies
lim
k  
(a(x, =k D) v* {knk , v*
{k
nk)0. (5.10)
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Since, by the uniform convergence in Proposition 4.4,
e{knk(a, =k)  | a dm{, (5.11)
we conclude from (5.9), (5.10), that
&m{, (5.12)
which, by (5.8), allows to apply Lemma 5.3 to ( gn). This completes the
proof of Theorem 5.1.
Remark 5.4. Using semiclassical measures m0\ of Proposition 4.4(ii),
a slight change in the previous proof yields a one-sided version of
Theorem 5.1, where (5.3) is replaced by
sup
0tT
| |vn(t, x)| 6 dx, (5.13)
and (5.2) is replaced by
m0\(x, !) = $ \x&yr !|!|+ d!. (5.14)
6. EXAMPLES OF NONLINEARIZABLE CAUCHY DATA
In this section, we shall study special cases of solutions of (1.17) which
do not satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5.1. In order to obtain
nevertheless the crucial L5(L10) estimates, we shall assume, as in Pecher
[P], that their energy is small enough. More precisely, consider a smooth
solution of
gun+#u5n=0, un | t=0=.n ( 0 in H
1(R3),
(6.1)
t un | t=0=n ( 0 in L2(R3),
with uniformly compactly supported data, # being a small positive param-
eters. The change of unknown u [ #14u establishes the correspondence
with solutions of (1.17) with energy O(#12). Arguing as in the proof of
Theorem 3.1, second part, one can prove that, if # is small enough,
un=vn+#wn+#2rn , (6.2)
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where vn satisfies gvn=0 with Cauchy data (.n , n), and wn , rn satisfy
gwn+v5n=0, wn | t=0=0, t wn | t=0=0, (6.3)
&rn&L(R, H 1)+&t rn&L(R, L2)C. (6.4)
As a consequence, if &wn&H 1(I_Rd) does not go to 0 for some interval I,
then, for # small enough, &un&vn&H 1(I_Rd) does not go to 0. Hence we are
led to study the energy of wn , which is described only by solutions of linear
equations. Now we come to our first example.
Proposition 6.1. There exists a sequence (vn) of solutions of gvn=0,
such that:
(i) \t # R,  |vn(t, x)| 6 dx wwn   0
and the corresponding solutions un of (1.17) satisfy
(ii) For any compact interval I of positive length,
&un&vn&H 1(I_R3) wwn   c(I ){0.
Proof. Let  # C 0 (R
3) and v be the solution of
gv=0, v | t=0=0, t v | t=0=. (6.5)
Denote by w the solution of
gw+v5=0, w | t=0=0, t w | t=0=0. (6.6)
Since, by inequality (2.6), v # L5(R, L10(R3)), the kinetic energy Ec(w, t) has
a limit as t  \, given by the energy method,
lim
t  \
Ec(w, t)=&|

0
|
R3
v5t w dt dx :=e. (6.7)
Given a sequence (=n) going to 0, set
vn(t, x)=
1
- =n
v \ t=n ,
x
=n+ , wn(t, x)=
1
- =n
w \ t=n ,
x
=n+ , (6.8)
so that vn , wn are related by (6.3). Then we have
&wn&2H1([a, b]_R3)=|
b
a
Ec(wn , t) dt
==n |
b=n
a=n
Ec(w, t) dt wwn   (b&a) ec . (6.9)
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In order to check (i), observe that vn | t=0=0, and that the microlocal
energy measure of (vn) at t=0 is absolutely continuous with respect to
$(x) d_(!), hence by Proposition 4.4, the local energy measure of (vn) at
time t{0 will be absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue on the
sphere of radius |t|. Applying Lemma C (or just Lions’ Lemma), we obtain
(ii).
To check (ii), it is enough, in view of (6.9), to find v, w satisfying (6.5),
(6.6) with ec>0. For instance, if (x)=(1+|x| 2)&2, a straightforward but
tedious calculation gives
ec=|

& \|

0
s5(u+s)
(1+(u+2s)2)5
ds+
2 du
(1+u2)10
>0. (6.10)
Of course this choice of  is not compactly supported; however, since ec
depends continuously on  in L2(R3), it is possible to come down to com-
pactly supported data by a cutoff. K
Our second example displays the failure of the linearization property on
any interval beyond the focalization time.
Proposition 6.2. There exists a sequence (vn) of solutions of gvn=0,
such that:
(i) For any compact time interval I not containing t=1,
&vn&L(I; L6) wwn   0
and the corresponding solution (un) of (1.17) satisfy
(ii) For any compact time interval I/(1, +),
&un&vn&H 1(I_R3)  c(I ){0.
Proof. Let v be a solution gv=0, with Cauchy data in C 0 (R
3). For
T>0, let w(T ) be the solution of
gw(T )+v5=0, w(T ) | t=&T=0, tw(T ) | t=&T=0. (6.11)
The energy identity reads
Ec(w(T ), t)=&|
t
&T
|
R3
t w(T )v5 dt dx. (6.12)
This implies, for any S # R,
sup
t # [&T, S]
Ec(w(T ), S )&v&10L5([&T, S], L10(R3)) . (6.13)
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Hence Ec(w(T ), S ) is uniformly bounded for T>0, S # R, and goes to 0 as
(T, S )  (+, &). Now observe that, given T1 , T2>0, w(T1)&w(T2)
satsifies the linear wave equation and its kinetic energy equals
Ec(w(T1)&w(T2))=Ec(w(T1), &T2), (6.14)
hence goes to 0 as (T1 , T2)  (+, +).
Coming back to (6.12), it is easy to check that Ec(w(T ), S ) has a limit as
(T, S )  (+, &). Denote this limit by e~ c . Now introduce, for a
sequence (=n) going to 0,
vn(t, x)=
1
- =n
v \t&1=n ,
x
=n+ ,
(6.15)
wn(t, x)=
1
- =n
w(1=n) \t&1=n ,
x
=n + ,
so that vn , wn are related by (6.3).
Then (i) has been already checked in the previous proofup to a unifor-
mity argument in variable t, already used in the proof of Theorem 5.1. To
check (ii), let [a, b]/(1, +). Then
|
a
b
Ec(wn , t) dt=|
b&1
a&1
Ec \w(1=n), t=n+ dt wwn   (b&a) e~ c . (6.16)
It remains to find v such that e~ c>0. For instance, the data we used in the
previous proof,
v(0, x)=0, t v(0, x)=(1+|x| 2)&2, (6.17)
lead to
e~ c=|

& \|

&
s5(u+s)
(1+(u+2s)2)5
ds+
2 du
(1+u2)10
>0, (6.18)
and the same continuity argument allows to cut off the data. K
APPENDIX
Microlocal Measures and Critical Sobolev Imbeddings
The purpose of this appendix is to give a proof of the Concentration
Lemma 5.3, in the general setting of Sobolev imbeddings. Then we shall
derive two simple applications which are independent of the nonlinear
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problem investigated in this paper. The first one gives a general property
of concentration effects in the critical L p norm for sequences of solutions
of the linear wave equation with bounded energy. The second one is an
L p-estimate for eigenfunctions of the Dirichlet problem associated to a self
adjoint second order elliptic operator with nonsmooth coefficients.
A.1. The Concentration Lemma: General Statement
Let d be a positive integer. For ! # Rd, set (!)=(1+|!| 2)12, and, for
s # R, denote by (D) s the Fourier multiplier of symbol (!) s, so that the
classical Sobolev space is given by
H s(Rd)=[ f # S$(Rd), (D) s f # L2(Rd)].
Assume s # ]0, d2[. Then the Sobolev imbedding theorem asserts.
H s(Rd)/L p(Rd),
1
p
=
1
2
&
s
d
. (1)
It is classical that this imbedding is not locally compact, namely there exist
sequences ( gn) weakly convergent to 0 in H s(Rd) which do not converge
strongly in L ploc(R
d), for example
gn(x)=
1
=dpn
G \x& y=n + , G # H s(Rd), G0, y # Rd. (2)
A natural problem is to characterize such sequences. A first attempt is
made by the following result of P.-L. Lions.
Proposition1 (P.-L. Lions, [L]). Let ( gn) be weakly convergent to 0 in
H s(Rd). Assume, for the vague topology measures,
|(D) s gn | 2 ( :, | gn | p ( ;, (3)
where s and p are related by (1). Then measures : and ; satisfy
(i) ; is absolutely continuous with respect to :.
(ii) There exist sequences (xj) of Rd and (cj) # l 2p(N) such that
;(x)= :
j # N
cj $(x&xj). (4)
Corollary 2. With the notation of Proposition 1, if :([ y])=0 for
every y # Rd, and if [ gn] converges strongly in H s outside some compact sub-
set of Rd, then gn goes strongly to 0 in L p(Rd).
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Our result is a generalization of Corollary 2 where the above condition
on : is replaced by a weaker condition bearing on microlocal measures
associated to the sequence ((D)s gn). (See section 4.1 for a review of
microlocal measures.)
Theorem 3 (Concentration Lemma, general form). Let ( gn) be a
sequence of H s(Rd), weakly convergent to 0, and let y # Rd. Assume for every
scale (=n) and every semiclassical measure m associated to a subsequence of
((D)s gn , =n), we have
m(x, !) = $(x&y) d!. (5)
Let p>2 given by (1). Then, if | gn | p converges vaguely to ;,
;([ y])=0. (6)
Remark 4. (a) Observe that the case d=3, s=1, p=6 yields
Lemma 5.3.
(b) Given a bounded positive measure m on Rd_Rd which does not
satisfy (5), there exists a sequence (hn) of H s, weakly convergent to 0, and
a scale (=n), such that m is the semiclassical measure of ((D) s hn) for the
scale (=n), and such that
|hn | p ( ;, ;([ y]){0. (7)
Hence, from the viewpoint of semiclassical measures, Theorem 3 is optimal.
Let us sketch the proof of this fact. Given f # L1(Rd, d!), f 0, the
sequence (Gk) defined by
G k(!)=1 |!|1k |!| &s f (!)12 (8)
is convergent in L p(Rd) and in the homogeneous Sobolev space H4 s(Rd).
Denote by G the limit, and set
gn(x)=.(x)
1
=dpn
G \x& y=n + , (9)
where (=n) is a scale and . # C 0 (R
d) equals 1 near x= y. Then ( gn) is
bounded in H s, and its semiclassical measure for the scale (=n) is
mf (x, !)=$(x&y) f (!) d!. (10)
In general, if m is a bounded positive measure not singular to $(x&y) d!,
we write
m=mf+m$+m",
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where m$ = $(x&y) d!, m$([!=0])=0, and m" is concentrated on
[!=0]. Arguing as Tartar [T, Corollary 2.3], we construct a sequence
( g$n), bounded in H s, and a scale (=n) corresponding to measure m$.
Moreover, on can impose
lim sup
n  
&(!)s ( g^$n(!)&1R&1<=n |!|<R g^$n(!))&L2 wwR   0,
so that &g$n&Lp  0 is a direct consequence of Lemma 8 below. Using a scale
(=$n) such that =nR=$n , we also construct explicitly a sequence ( g"n) corre-
sponding to m", with &g"n&Lp  0. Then the sequence
hn=gn+g$n+g"n ,
where gn is given by (9), satisfies our conditions.
(c) Using Corollary 2 above and Proposition 4.3, we obtain a
generalization of Corollary 2 in terms of Microlocal Measureswhich, in
the case d=3, s=1, p=6, is Lemma C stated in the Introduction.
Corollary 5. Let ( gn) be a sequence of H s(Rd), weakly convergent
to 0, strongly convergent outside some compact subset of Rd. Assume that
((D)s gn) is pure and its microlocal defect measure + satifies
\y # Rd, +(x, !) = $(x&y) d_(!). (11)
Then gn goes strongly to 0 in L p(Rd), where p is given by (1).
A.2. Proof of Theorem 3
The proof of Theorem 3 consists in three steps. In Lemma 6 we show
how to come down to special values of p, for instance even integers. For
such values of p, Lemma 7 provides a refinement of the Sobolev imbedding
by means of some logarithmic interpolation inequality. This inequality
allows to restrict to sequences [ gn] such that g^n is supported in some ring
[c1 =n|!|c2 =n]. Finally, the case of such sequences is studied in
Lemma 8.
Lemma 6. Assume Theorem 3 is true for some s # ]0, d2[. Then it is also
true for any t # ]0, s[.
Proof. Let (hn) be a sequence of H t(Rd) satisfying the assumptions of
Theorem 3. Set
gn=(D) t&s hn . (12)
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Then ( gn) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3 as a sequence of H s. If
(s, p) and (t, q) are related by (1), assume
| gn | p ( ;, |hn | q ( #. (13)
Then ;([ y])=0, and we have to prove that #([ y])=0. Apply the
GagliardoNirenberg interpolation inequality,
&(D) s&t g&LqC &(D)
s g&1&%L2 &g&
%
Lp ,
1
p
=
1&%
2
+
%
q
, (14)
to g=.gn , . # C 0 (R
d).
Observe that [(D) _, .] is a pseudodifferential operator of order _&1.
Since, moreover, . is compactly supported, (1+|x| 2)N [(D) _, .] sends
H \ into H \&_+1 for any N. Hence, by Rellich’s Theorem, we obtain, by
passing to the limit in (14) as n  ,
\| |.|q d#+
1q
C \| |.| p d;+
%p
. (15)
Finally, choose
.(x)= \x&y$ + ,  # C 0 , (0)=1, (16)
and let $ tend to 0. We obtain
#([ y])1qC;([ y])%p, (17)
whence the result. K
By Lemma 6, it is sufficient to prove Theorem 3 for a sequence of
exponents p going to infinity. We shall choose the sequence of even integers
to be able to use the following lemma. Before stating it, let us recall some
basic facts about LittlewoodPaley decompositions (see, e.g., [St]). Let
1=(!)+ :

k=0
.(2&k!),  # C 0 (R
d),
(18)
. # C 0 (R
d"[0]),
by a dyadic partition of unity of Rd, and
S0=(D), 2k=.(2&kD), (19)
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be the corresponding operators. The following equivalences of norms are
well known.
& f &Lp &"\ |S0 f | 2+ :

k=0
|2k f | 2+
12
"Lp , 1<p<, (20)
& f &H s &\&S0 f &2L2+ :

k=0
&2k f &2L2 2
2ks+
12
, s # R. (21)
Moreover, we shall use the following Besov space
B 0pp={ f, & f &B0pp :=\&S0 f & pLp+ :

k=0
&2k f & pLp+
1p
<+= . (22)
Observe that, by (20), L p/B 0pp for every p2.
Lemma 7. Let p=2n be an even integer 2. Then there exists C>0
such that
& f &LpC & f &B 0pp _log \1+ & f &H s& f &B 0pp+&
12&1p
(23)
where s and p are related by (1).
Proof. To estimate & f &Lp , we use (20) as
& f & pLpC \&S0 f & pLp+"\ :

k=0
|2k f | 2+
12
"
p
Lp+ . (24)
Since p=2n, we have
"\ :

k=0
|2k f | 2+
12
"
p
Lp
=| \ :

k=0
|2k f | 2+
n
dx
= :
0k1 , ..., kn<
| |2k1 f } } } 2kn f | 2 dx. (25)
Let N be a positive integer. If max kj&min kjN, we use inequality
&g&L& g^&L1 to obtain
&2k1 f } } } 2kn f &
2
L2C &2k1 f@ &
2
L1 } } } &2kn&1 f@&
2
L1 &2kn f &
2
L2 , (26)
where, say, kn=max kj . Since 2kj f@ is supported in a ring of radius equiv-
alent to 2kj, we have, by Ho lder’s inequality and Plancherel’s Theorem,
&2k1 f } } } 2kn f &
2
L2C2
L &2k1 f &
2
L2 } } } &2kn f &
2
L2 , (27)
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with L=(n&1j&1 kj) d. Since 1p=
1
2&sd, we have
L&\ :
n
j=1
kj+ 2s=\ :
n&1
j=1
kj+ (d&2s)&2kns
((n&1) kn&N )(d&2s)&2kns
=&N(d&2s). (28)
Hence (27) becomes
&2k1 f } } } 2kn f &
2
L2C2
&N(d&2s) `
n
j=1
22kj s &2kj f &
2
L2 . (29)
If max kj&min kj<N, we just use Ho lder’s inequality as follows,
&2k1 f } } } 2kn f &
2
L2&2k1 f &
2
Lp } } } &2kn f &
2
Lp . (30)
Plugging (29) and (30) into (25), (24), we obtain
& f & pLpC \2&N(d&2s) & f & pH s+&S0 f & pLp+ :

k=0
&2k f &2Lp
_\ :
k 7 (N&1)
l=0
&2k&l f &2Lp+
n&1
+ (31)
where the first term in the right hand side is the contribution of (k1 , ..., kn)
such that max kj&min kjN, while the third one corresponds to
(k1 , ..., kn) such that max kj&min kj<N. By elementary convexity
inequalities, we have
:

k=0
&2k f &2Lp \ :
k 7 (N&1)
l=0
&2k&l f &2Lp+
n&1
N n&1 :

k=0
&2k f & pLp . (32)
Hence (31) becomes
& f & pLpC(2
&N(d&2s) & f & pH s+N
n&1 & f & pB 0pp) (33)
and the lemma follows by choosing N suitably. K
Lemma 8. Let (=n) be a scale, and let ( fn) be a bounded sequence of H s,
with s # ]0, d2[, such that
f n(!)=0 for |!|
a
=n
or |!|
b
=n
. (34)
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Assume that, for the vague topology,
1
=d+2sn } f n \
!
=n+}
2
( &(!), (35)
and denote by &l the RadonNikodym derivative of & with respect to the
Lebesgue measure in Rd. Then
lim sup & fn&LpK \| &l (!) d!+
12
(36)
where p is related to s by (1), and K only depends on a, b, s, d.
Proof. By the HausdorffYoung inequality, we have
& fn&LpC & f n&Lp =C &.n&Lp , (37)
where p = p( p&1) and .n(!)==&dpn f n(!=n).
Observe that .n is supported in R=[a|!|b], and that |.n | 2 ( &.
Write
&=&l d!+&s , (38)
where &s = d!. Hence there exist two disjoint Borel subsets A, B such that
1A &s=&s and 1B d!=d!. Given $>0, we can choose two open subsets U,
V such that Ac/U, Bc/V, and
&s(U )$, |
V
d!$. (39)
Let (1 , 2) be a continuous partition of unity related to the covering
(U, V ) of Rd Then
| |.n(!)| p d!=| |.n(!)| p 1(!) d!+| |.n(!)| p 2(!) d!. (40)
By Ho lder’s inequality, we have, for j=1, 2,
| |.n(!)| p j (!) d!\| |.n(!)| 2 j (!) d!+
p 2
\|R j (!) d!+
1&( p 2)
. (41)
Plugging (41) into (40) and passing to the limit as n goes to infinity, we
get, in view of (39), (38),
lim sup | |.n(!)| p d!\| &l d!+$+
p 2
V 1&( p 2)+&(Rd ) p 2 $ 1&( p 2), (42)
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where V is the volume of R. Passing to the limit as $ goes to 0, and using
(37), we obtain finally (36), with K=CV sd. K
Now we are in position to prove Theorem 3. By Lemma 6, we may
assume p is an even integer >2. In view of Lemma 7, we are led to estimate
B 0pp norms. By the HausdorffYoung and Ho lder inequalities we have
&2k f & pLp&2k f &
p&2
Lp 2
2ks &2k f &2L2
hence, by (21),
& f & pB 0pp&S0 f &
p
Lp+(sup
k
&2k f & p&2Lp ) & f &
2
H s . (43)
Let ( gn) be a sequence satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 3. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that |(D) s gn | 2 converges vaguely to
some measure :. Let us apply inequality (43) to fn= f $n defined by
f $n(x)=% \x&y$ + gn(x), % # C 0 (B(0, 1)), %(0)=1, $>0. (44)
We get
lim sup & f $n&
p
B 0pp
C lim sup
n  
sup
k
&2k f $n&
p&2
Lp . (45)
Since &2k f $n&Lp  0 for a fixed k, the right hand side of (45) is the
supremum of all the upper limits of &2kn f
$
n&
p&2
Lp , where [kn] is any
sequence of integers going to infinity. If [kn] is such a sequence, set
=n=2&kn, and let [n( j )] be an increasing sequence such that ((D) s gn( j ))
is (=n( j ))-pure, with semiclassical measure m. Then
1
=d+2sn( j ) }2kn( j )@ f $n( j ) \
!
=n( j )+}
2
( &$(m)(!), (46)
&$(m)(!)=|
Rd } % \
x&y
$ +}
2
|!|&2s |.(!)|2 m(dx, !). (47)
Using Lemma 8, we obtain finally
lim sup & f $n&
p
B 0pp
C sup
m \| &$(m)l (!) d!+
( p2)&1
, (48)
where the supremum is taken on all semiclassical measures m associated to
subsequences of ((D) s gn , =n), for all the scales (=n), and &$(m) is related
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to m by (47). We claim that this supremum goes to 0 as $ goes to 0.
Indeed, since
m(x, !) = $(x&y) dx, (49)
we have
&$(m) l=&$(1x{ym) l ,
hence
| &$(m) l (!) d!||
x{y } % \
x&y
$ +}
2
|!|&2s |.(!)| 2 m(dx d!)
C:(B( y, $ )"[ y]). (51)
The last inequality in (51) is just a consequence of inequality (4.14).
Passing to the limit in (51) as $ goes to 0, we get the claim. Coming back
to (48), we conclude
lim sup & f $n&
p
B 0pp
ww
$  0
0. (52)
But Lemma 7 implies
| } % \x&y$ +}
p
d;(x)=lim sup & f $n&
p
Lp
C lim sup \& f $n& pB 0pp log \1+ C& f $n& pB 0pp+
( p2)&1
+ . (53)
In view of (52), we need just to pass to the limit in (53) as $ goes to 0,
to complete the proof of Theorem 3.
A.3. A Property of Solutions of the Linear Wave Equation
Theorem 9. Let (vn) be a sequence of solutions of
2t vn&2vn=0, vn | t=0=.n , t vn | t=0=n (54)
in R1+d, d3. Assume
(i) (.n , n) ( 0 weakly in H 1_L2, strongly outside of some fixed
compact subset of Rd.
(ii) |{.n | 2+|n | 2 converges vaguely to some measure :.
Let p=2d(d&2) be the critical Sobolev exponent. Then the set of t # R
such that &vn(t, } )&Lp does not go to 0, is at most countable.
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Remark 10. (a) Assumption (ii) is of course always satisfied after
extraction of a subsequence. This assumption cannot be omitted, as shown
by the following example for d=3,
vn(t, x)=
1
|x|
1
- qn
.(qn( |x|+t&rn)), (55)
where [rn] is the sequence of rational numbers in (0, 1), qn being the deno-
minator of rn , . # C 0 ((0, )), .0. Then it is not difficult to check that
every irrational number t in (0, 1) is such that &vn(t, } )&L6 does not go to 0.
(b) The result of Theorem 9 cannot be improved at this level of
generality, as shown by this other explicit example for d=3,
vn(t, x)=
1
|x|
:

j=1
2& jn&12. \n \ |x|+t&1j++ , (56)
for which the critical set is obviously [t=1j, j1].
(c) Of course, by the Lebesgue Theorem, Theorem 9 implies
\T>0, |
T
&T
|
Rd
|vn(t, x)| p dt dx  0, (57)
but (57) is more directly a consequence of Strichartz’ estimate, [Si]
&vn&Lq([&T, T ]_Rd)C (58)
with q=2(d+1)(d&2)> p, and of the fact that vn  0 in measure on
[&T, T ]_Rd, by Rellich’s Theorem and the Bienayme Tchebychev
inequality. However, (57) might be useful in more general contexts where
Strichartz estimate is unkown, for instance mixed boundary problems. The
proof below could probably be adapted to such problems.
Proof of Theorem 9. It is enough to prove the theorem for t0.
Let t0 be such that &vn(t, } )&Lp does not got to 0. By Proposition 4.4(i),
there exist a subsequence (vnj) such that &vnj (t, } )&Lp  a>0, and, for
every s[0, t], [vnj (s, } )] has a microlocal energy measure +
s given by
formulae (4.26). By Corollary 5, there exists yt # Rd such that +t is not
singular to $(x&yt) d_(!), and (4.26) implies that +0 is not singular to
$(x& yt&t!) d_(!); a fortiori : is not singular to d_t(x&yt). When t
varies in (0, ), the Lebesgue measures on spheres of radius tpossibly
centered at different pointsare pairwise mutually singular, hence : cannot
have a non zero RadonNikodym derivative with respect to more than
countably many of them. This completes the proof. K
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A.4. On L p Estimates for Eigenfunctions of the Dirichlet Problem
Let 0 be a bounded open subset of Rd(d2) with a C1 boundary 0,
and A=(aij) be a d_d matrix-valued function on 0 satsifying
A is Lipschitz continuous (59)
\x # 0 , aij (x)=aji (x) # R (60)
_c0>0, \x # 0 , \: # Rd, :
i, j
aij (x) :i :jc0 |:| 2. (61)
Consider the differential operator P defined by
Pu=:
i, j
i (aij  j u), (62)
and suppose we are given a sequence (un) of H 1 functions on 0 satisfying
Pun+*n un= fn , un | 0=0 (63)
where (*n) is a sequence of positive real numbers going to infinity, and
&un&L2(0)C0 , & fn&L2(0)C1 - *n . (64)
A typical example is provided by an orthogonal base of eigenfunctions of
&P with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Integration by parts in (63) gives
easily
&{un&L2(0)C2 - *n . (65)
Hence, by Sobolev imbedding, we have, for every p # ]2, 2d(d&2)],
&un&Lp(0)C3 - *nd(12&1p). (66)
In the case of boundaryless compact manifolds and smooth coefficients
aij , and fn#0, estimate (66) is known to be far from optimal; in [So],
Sogge has calculed the right exponent of - *n in the right hand side of (66),
which turns out to be sharp in the case of a sphere. However, for problems
with nonsmooth boundaries and coefficients, no such estimate is known.
(In the case of a smooth concave boundary and smooth coefficients, see the
recent work of Smith and Sogge [SmS].) In this section, we show that,
even in this general framework, estimate (66) is not optimal.
Theorem 11. Under the assumptions (59) } } } (64) we have
\p # \0, 2d(d&2)+ , &un&Lp(0)=o(- *n
d(12&1p)
). (67)
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Proof. Let s=d(12&1p) and =n=*&12n . Denote by u n
the extension
of un by 0 on Rd"0. Because of (65) and the boundary condition, (=sn u n
)
is a bounded sequence of H s(Rd ), weakly convergent to 0, for any
s # ]0, 1]. Our strategy is to prove that, if s<1, this sequence satifies
assumptions of Theorem 3 for every y. This is done in two steps: in the first
and main step, we show that every semiclassical measure m associated to
((D)s (=snu n
)) for the scale [=n] is supported by the characteristic surface
\:i, j aij (x) !i !j&1+ m=0, (68)
in particular is singular to any measure $(x&y) d!.
Then, it remains to consider other scales [=$n]. By estimate (65),
vn=(D) s =snu n
satisfies
&vn&H 1&sC=&(1&s)n , (69)
which implies, since s<1,
lim sup
n  
|
=n |!|>R
|v^n(!)| 2 d! wwn   0. (70)
Since any semiclassical measure associated to a subsequence of (vn , =n)
satisfies (68), we conclude that vn is uniformly approximated in L2 by vRn
defined as follows,
v^Rn (!)=1R&1<=n |!|<R v^n(!), (71)
as R  +. We obtain
&=sn u n
&Lp wwn   0, (72)
for instance using directly Lemma 8.
To complete the proof, we need to show (68) for (=n)-semiclassical
measures of vn=(D) s (=sn u n
). It is easy to check that such a measure
equals |!| 2s m~ , where m~ is a semiclassical measure for (u
 n
) and the scale
(=n). Hence it remains to prove (68) for m~ . This is done along the same
lines as Proposition 2.2 in [GL]. First we prove that =n(un&) is bounded
in L2(0), by integrating equation (63) against Xun , where X is a smooth
vector field satisfying X } &C0>0. (See Lemma 2.1 of [GL].) In this step,
assumptions (59) and (64) are used. Then
=2nPu n
+u
 n
==2n fn+rn , rn==
2
n
un
&
$0 . (73)
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The previous estimate on the normal derivative implies, for any
b # C 0 (R
d_Rd ),
&b(x, =nD) rn&L2C:=:n , :<
1
2 . (74)
Hence, by the Schwarz inequality, (64), (73) and (74),
(b(x, =nD)(=2nPu n
+un), u n
)  0. (75)
The proof is completed by the following observation,
(b(x, =nD) =2n Pu n
, u
 n
)  |&:
i, j
aij (x) !i !j b(x, !) dm~ (x, !), (76)
which is a simple consequence of pseudodifferential calculus if the aij ’s are
smooth, and can be extended to continuous aij ’s by an elementary
approximation argument, in view of the L2-estimate on u
 n
and =n {u n
. K
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